
Reviewer RC2 

Thunis et al. present in their manuscript an ensemble (median) inventory to assess the 
quality of emission inventories. This new inventory is used to screen differences in 
terms of country totals, country sectorial share and share of the country emissions to 
the urban areas for emissions of several pollutants. For the screening, they use the 
method they already presented in Thunis et al. (2022). 

There are clear differences between the current study and the former publication of 
Thunis et al. (2022). However, here no new technique is provided. What the authors 
actually provide is a new dataset that can be used to assess other emission inventories. 
Thus, I think that this manuscript does not fulfill the requirements for a publication in 
Geoscientific Model Development, but rather to a journal with focuses on data 
provision and/or application/evaluation of data sets. 

In our view, the approach based on the ensemble inventory is more than a dataset and 
it modifies significantly the screening methodology. We agree, however, that the paper 
as written was not highlighting this sufficiently. We therefore substantially revised the 
manuscript to address this. In particular, we enlarged the section dealing with the 
construction of the ensemble and focused the analysis on the ensemble-based 
screening, highlighting the benefits of this methodology. We also moved to the 
supplementary material some of the bilateral comparisons to better stress the role of 
the ensemble. In addition, we restructured the discussion and conclusion sections with 
the former being now devoted to a discussion of the added value and limitations of the 
ensemble approach. 

Further, the paper is not well written. Without reading the previous paper (Thunis et al., 
2022) it is impossible to understand what has been done here; especially, which 
parameters are used for the assessment of the emission inventories and how to read 
the diamond plots.  

We added explanations throughout the document (especially when introducing the 
methodology and visualization) to help interpreting the diamond diagram as well as the 
methodology. 

The paper, especially, the results section, reads more like a scientific report than a 
scientific publication.  

We substantially revised this section. The application of the approach is now centered 
on the ensemble methodology and the more technical paragraphs have been moved to 
the supplementary material (or removed) to focus on the key aspects. 



Therefore, I would suggest to reject the current version and encourage the authors to 
revise and resubmit their manuscript to another journal. 

General comments: 

• The whole manuscript needs to be significantly revised. The abstract has not the 
structure an abstract for a publication should have and the result section reads more 
like a scientific report. The introduction does not give a clear overview over the topic. 
Further, all abbreviations need to be introduced and a list of abbreviations should be 
provided in the appendix since quite many are used here. I will provide more 
detailed comments under specific comments. 

We significantly revised the manuscript and shortened it (about 200 lines less) to focus it 
on the ensemble approach. The abstract has been rewritten, the results section has 
been significantly shortened and re-structured putting emphasis on the added value of 
the ensemble (many paragraphs have been moved to supplementary material). We 
removed the more technical points and added a table of abbreviations in the appendix 

• I think the usage of the term “ensemble” in your context is not correct. Here, it is 
rather confusing. Usually the term “ensembles” describes the performance of a 
model simulation several times with different initial conditions. However, what you 
are doing here, to my understanding, is averaging a certain number of emission 
inventories and providing a median value of these inventories that is screened 
(beforehand or afterwards?) to keep a certain quality standard. Thus, I would pick a 
different term than ”ensemble”. 

We disagree with the reviewer. In many instances, ensembles are used for other 
applications than for multiple simulations under different initial conditions. In the field 
of meteorology, climate or air quality, different models are applied to the same set of 
initial conditions and the median defines the ensemble. The median is here defined for 
each sector and pollutant and for each city/country. This is the concept we use in this 
work. We tried to better explain it in the text. 

Specific comments: 

P1, L21ff: The method part is too complicated  and should be shortened. State more 
clearly what has been done in your study and what can your data be used for. I would 
suggest the following structure for your abstract: Start with why are emission 
inventories important, what are they used for and then describe what has been done in 
this study and what are the major results. 

The abstract has been re-written to follow your suggestions. 



P2, L53: The first sentence is hard to understand. Please rephrase. As stated in my 
general comments, what you are doing here is far away from what is done when 
ensemble simulations are used. Thus, this sentence rather confuses than helping to 
find an introduction to your study or the topic of emission inventories. 

We simplified the sentence.  

P2, L53ff: Start the introduction with how are emission inventories created, which ones 
are existing (give a short overview over the most important/known ones including 
references). What are the uncertainties of these inventories. What can be done or has 
be done to reduce the uncertainties and then describe your previous work and what 
has been done in this study. 

We re-structured and rewrote part of the introduction to follow your suggestions. 

P3, L113ff: Here, you describe how you compare the inventories, but shouldn’t you first 
describe how you create your inventory? 

We now included at start of the introduction a paragraph that provides background on 
how emission inventories are created and why they are uncertain. The starting 
paragraph reads as: 

Many studies have shown that emission inventories are one of the inputs with the most critical influences 
on the results of air quality modeling (Kryza et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2015). Even more concerning, certain 
studies have shown that important uncertainties affect emission inventories, which may impeach 
conclusions based on air quality model results (Trombetti et al., 2018, Markakis et al., 2015). These 
uncertainties result from the need to compile a wide variety of information to develop an emission 
inventory. For the many pollutants and activity sectors to cover, the spatial and temporal distribution of 
emissions is typically based on proxies that can be estimated through different methods. 

P5, L200: How is the ensemble calculated. What actually do you understand under 
“ensemble”? 

As mentioned in our response to the general comment, the ensemble is here 
understood as the median of three emission values. The median applies to each 
pollutant, sector, city and country. We clarified this in the paper. 

P6, L221: Not clear, if you mean here the whole inventory or only a specific value. 

It is for a specific sector-pollutant value. We clarified the sentence 

P6, L232: Chose a more precise section title than just “Input data”. 



We changed it to “Required input emission data” 

P6, 264-266: Sentence not clear. I think there is a doubling of what the difference 
between the two versions is. 

We modified the sentence as follows: CAMS-REG-v5.1 is an update of version 4.2 that 
includes official national emission submissions for the year 2020. 

P8, L308: Repeat here once again the GFNR sectors. 

Done as suggested 

P8, L310: Provide here an example or give more explanations what is meant with 
polygons. 

We clarified the text as: “by aggregating gridded emissions on common polygons that 
delineate the area covered by a city or by a country. The city polygons used in this work 
are similar to those in Thunis et al. (2018)” 

P8, L325: The abbreviation ECI has not been introduced and it should be more clearly 
stated what this parameter is used for or what it is describing. 

The ECI indicator is introduced at line 171-172 

P9, Figure 1: More explanation/guidance is needed to read the diamond plots. Further, 
in my opinion there is too much information in one figure. 

We agree that there is many information in the diamond diagram. As we use this 
diagram for an overview, we prefer to keep it as is but we added explanations in the 
text to help interpreting the many parts of this diagram.  

P9, L352-353: What is given by the numbers in parenthesis? The ECI? Also here more 
guidance is needed what the respective values mean. 

No, the number within brackets is the total number of inconsistency associated to a 
given pollutant, sector or type. We added a sentence in the caption to clarify this. We 
also clarified it in the text. 

P11, L412: It would be much more helpful if you could give the inconsistencies in 
percent. I still don’t know how to judge these numbers. How many inconsistencies 
could be there? 



The inconsistencies are given in absolute terms. Percentages can be obtained by 
dividing by the total number (given as NI). We clarified this in the text. 

P13, L463: Since you do the application for Poland I would suggest to add Poland to the 
title. 

Done as suggested 

P13, L464: I would suggest to chose a more precise title than just “Input Data”. Name 
the data sets used here, thus “The Central Emission Database”. 

Done as suggested 

P13, L465-466: Why do you compare Poland with Europe? Wouldn’t this be like 
comparing apples with pears? Are you selecting the Poland area from the European 
inventory to make it a correct comparison? Also here more explanations are needed. 

We indeed compare the local Poland inventory with the EU-wide ensemble (extracting 
data over Poland). We clarified this in the text. 

P14, L492: I already have forgotten what is denoted by A, B, D, E and J emissions. Which 
areas these letters are referring to could be repeated. 

Done 

P14, L503: Which cities and sectors have been chosen? Are these all located in Poland? 

Yes, they are all in Poland. It is now clear from the modification of P13 (L465-466). We 
also made the link to Figure 8 for more clarity. 

P14, L516: A better section header than just “Results” would be “Comparison of the CED 
inventory to the Ensemble”. 

Done as suggested 

P17, L540-541: What do you mean here? Is that a repetition again? Check sentence and 
correct. 

Corrected 

P22, L753ff: Since you already have more than one page discussion, I do not 
understand why you need additionally more than one page of conclusions. The main 



message and key points of your study are not coming through. These two sections 
need to be significantly improved. 

We restructured these two sections. The discussion has been turned into a section 
focusing on the pros and cons of the ensemble approach. In both sections, we re-
organised the existing paragraphs and moved some of them in the main text or in the 
supplementary material. We also paid attention to avoid redundancies.  

P23, L767: Simple manner? You have not described at all how a user could download 
and use your data set. What requirements are needed, e.g disk space, software etc.? 

What we mean here is that the preparation of the data is simple as is the screening 
methodology.  

P23, L792:” …..whereas are available on country level”. This sentence is not correct. 
Please check and rephrase. 

Corrected 

P23, L796: “The latter point is key” -> Please rephrase. 

We removed that sentence 

Technical corrections: 

P6, L269: till nowadays -> up to date 

Corrected as suggested 

P7, L288: Abbreviation GFNR already on P6 introduced. 

Removed 

P8, L295: Abbreviation “EEA” introduced? 

We included a list of acronyms 

P8, L296: Same holds for “TNO”, has this abbreviation introduced? 

We included a list of acronyms 

P8, L324: emissions ratios -> emission ratios 



Corrected as suggested 

P9, L347: No underlining of text is used in Copernicus journals. 

Corrected as suggested 

P10, L370: Has the abbreviation “LPT” been introduced? 

Yes at line 134 

P10, L376: Same for IEA. 

We included a list of acronyms 

P10, L378: of the -> for the 

Corrected as suggested 

P11, L398-399: Have the abbreviations “FAS” and “PMco” been introduced? 

Yes for FAS (L132) and for PMco (L244) 

P11, L405: appear -> appears 

Corrected as suggested 

P11, L408: Remove underlining of text. 

Corrected as suggested 

P11, L408: a factor 15 -> a factor of 15 

Corrected as suggested 

P12, L438: Remove underlining of text. 

Corrected as suggested 

P13, L450: what reported -> what is reported 

Corrected as suggested 

P13, L473: localization -> location? 



Corrected as suggested 

P14, L503: add “the” before “ensemble” 

Corrected as suggested 

P14, L503: I would rather use here “for” than “is” -> for 14 cities 

Corrected as suggested 

P17, L534: Sentence not correct. Please rephrase. 

Rephrased 

P19, L621: Add section number. 

Corrected as suggested 

P20; L655 and 663: Remove underlining of text. 

Corrected as suggested 

P21, L679 and 690: Same here. 

Corrected as suggested 

P23, L789: be also -> also be 

Corrected as suggested 

P23, L794: Full stop is missing. 

Corrected as suggested 

 


